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Implicit Intergroup Bias

Cognitive, Affective, and Motivational Underpinnings

David M. Amodio and Saaid A. Mendoza

Research on implicit race bias has led the surge in implicit social cognition research over the past 20 years, in part because it gives a distinctly social psychological face to an abstract cognitive construct. The domain of intergroup bias provides a unique context for the study of implicit social cognition that emphasizes the roles of cognition, affect, and motivation in coordinating social behavior. Furthermore, it connects the intrapersonal mechanisms of social cognition to dyadic, group, and societal level processes, thereby linking implicit cognition to social behavior. It is for this reason that studies of implicit race bias have been particularly influential in the development of theory and research in the field of implicit social cognition.

Theories of intergroup relations have also benefited profoundly from implicit social cognition research. Several intergroup phenomena that had previously eluded theoretical explication, such as modern forms of racism, have been largely explained by models of implicit social cognition. In this way, theories and methods of implicit social cognition have contributed to our understanding of how prejudices and stereotypes are represented and expressed in behavior and how such behaviors are affected by intergroup dynamics. Hence, research on implicit race bias has sustained the interest of the field because, on one hand, it provides critical social context for the study of implicit processes and, on the other hand, it has provided an expanded theoretical approach to social behavior in intergroup relations.

In this chapter, we review major findings and theoretical perspectives in the area of implicit intergroup bias. The structure of this chapter follows from the two major types of questions addressed by research on implicit racial bias: (1) How are implicit biases represented in the mind? and (2) How are implicit biases expressed in behavior? We begin our discussion of these questions with a brief review of the field's theoretical origins and descriptions of some key terms used in the literature. Next, we review major findings in the contemporary literature on implicit race bias, focusing on how implicit biases are expressed in behavior and how these expressions may be changed. We then describe two major theoretical approaches to accounting for the phenomenon of implicit racial bias and conclude with a discussion of some remaining questions and controversies in the field. Our goal is to orient the reader to the basic findings in the literature on implicit race bias and to provoke thought on the larger theoretical issues and pressing challenges in this area of research. Finally, although we focus primarily on implicit biases regarding African Americans (the main historical target of intergroup discrimination in America), the processes discussed in this chapter refer to general mechanisms of cognition, affect,
and motivation, and so the major themes we discuss should apply broadly to implicit cognitive processes concerning other social groups.

**ORIGINS OF RESEARCH ON IMPLICIT RACE BIAS**

Early interest in implicit racial bias grew out of concerns that self-report questionnaires did not always capture people's true attitudes toward members of racial outgroups. Although the mismatch of word and deed toward a social outgroup is a phenomenon that likely spans the ages, it has gained the attention of social scientists only recently with the emergence of social psychology (Allport, 1954; LaPierre, 1934). An early experimental demonstration of this phenomenon by Rankin and Campbell (1955) showed that, although white participants reported similarly positive attitudes toward the white and black experimenters in their study, their physiological responses revealed greater autonomic arousal when they were touched by the black experimenter (ostensibly to check their pulse) compared with the white experimenter. This early report of an implicit racial outgroup bias was followed by a series of studies showing a similar pattern of divergence between implicit and explicit responses (Crosby, Brotman, & Saxe, 1980).

Why did the subjects' self-reported attitudes not match their physiological reaction to race? Some researchers suggested that post-civil rights era norms proscribing prejudice led respondents to conceal their biases (Crosby et al., 1980; Rankin & Campbell, 1955; Sigall & Page, 1971). Others proposed that people were simply unaware of their biases (Devine, 1989). The bottom line was that much of people's intergroup behavior was not accounted for by their self-reported attitudes and beliefs. This discordance between self-reports and behavior raised a number of profound questions for social psychologists. Were people's "true" racial attitudes residing somewhere in the unconscious, hidden from introspection? To others, it was a slightly different question: To what extent do explicit versus implicit forms of bias predict behaviors in different situations? At a more practical level, these developments highlighted the need for new methods capable of assessing implicit forms of bias, an endeavor that has had major implications for theoretical developments in this area of research.

Like most great ideas in science, contemporary ideas about automatic and implicit processes emerged in the minds of several different scientists working in different areas of psychology in the 1970s and 1980s. In particular, research on how concepts are learned and stored within semantically related categories suggested that the categorical processing of social information may operate automatically (e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971, 1976, but noted years earlier by Allport, 1954). Interest in category processing led to methodological innovations such as the sequential semantic priming technique, which allowed scientists to assess the strength of implicit associations without having to rely on people's deliberative responses, such as with self-reports (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971; Neely, 1977). In a different literature, memory researchers had discovered dissociations between episodic (explicit) and procedural (implicit) forms of memory (Cohen & Squire, 1980; Graf & Schacter, 1985; Jacoby & Witherspoon, 1982), which suggested dissociable underlying systems for implicit and explicit processes. In yet another literature, research on human factors examined the degree to which a choice or motor response involved automatic (parallel) versus controlled (serial) processing (Posner & Snyder, 1975; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). Finally, Langer's (1975; Langer & Abelion, 1972) research on the role of mindlessness in social behavior demonstrated how automatic responses could be triggered and implemented by situational cues with little conscious intervention. Although these incipient perspectives on implicit cognition (and implicit social cognition) had roots in much earlier theorizing (Allport, 1954; Freud, 1930; James, 1890), they represented a new age of theoretical and methodological sophistication. Together, these converging lines of research set the stage for the emergence of implicit social cognition, which, in turn, provided the backdrop for modern research on implicit intergroup bias.

Social psychologists applied these early advances in implicit and automatic forms of cognition to questions about person memory, social judgments, and social behavior (Barth & Pietromonaco, 1982; Smith & Miller, 1979; Strull & Wyer, 1980), including questions about social stereotypes (Gaertner & McLaughlin, 1983; Taylor, Fiske, Page, & Ruderman, 1978). A seminal series of studies by Gaertner and McLaughlin (1983) first demonstrated the implicit priming of racial stereotypes, such that participants categorized African American stereotype words more quickly when they were paired with the group label "NEGRO" than the label "WHITE" (see also Devito, Evans, & Tyler, 1986; Perdue, Devito, Gurtman, & Tyler, 1990; Perdue & Gurtman, 1990). On the basis of these findings, researchers posited that stereotypic be-
lies were represented in the mind in a semantic network. Interestingly, however, the degree of bias on priming tasks was often unrelated to subjects' self-reported racial attitudes and beliefs.

As evidence for implicit racial associations accumulated, researchers puzzled over their theoretical significance and struggled with the fact that implicit assessments were typically not correlated with self-reported attitudes and beliefs. Devine's (1989) landmark paper on the automatic and controlled components of stereotyping and prejudice provided an important theoretical solution to this puzzle. In it, she proposed that reaction time assessments reflected automatic processing of passively learned stereotypic associations, whereas self-report measures typically reflected intentionally endorsed beliefs. In a set of three studies, Devine demonstrated that high- and low-prejudice subjects held similar knowledge of African American stereotypes, and that, regardless of their explicit beliefs about blacks' civil rights, subliminal priming of the stereotyped category would cause people to judge new individuals in a stereotype-consistent fashion. However, when subjects were aware that their responses could be influenced by race, they controlled their responses to reflect their explicit beliefs rather than their automatic stereotyping tendencies. That is, low-prejudice subjects chose not to endorse racial stereotypes, whereas high-prejudice subjects did. These findings supported the idea that shared cultural knowledge of stereotypes predisposed all members of a culture to automatic stereotyping tendencies, but that low-prejudice individuals will replace these tendencies with belief-based egalitarian responses when they have sufficient cognitive resources.

With the theoretical scaffolding of Devine's (1989) dissociation model in place, researchers began to develop new methods for assessing one's degree of implicit racial bias (Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998). Much of this work focused on the circumstances in which implicit and explicit measures of racial bias did or did not correspond (Blair, 2001; Nosek et al., 2007). Other research examined the extent to which implicit measures predicted bias in social behavior, such as in anticipated or actual interracial interactions (Dovidio, Kawakami, Johnson, Johnson, & Howard, 1997; Fazio et al., 1995; McConnell & Leibold, 2001). In general, the domain of intergroup bias has provided a unique context for studying implicit processes because it examines these processes as they relate to social behavior, interpersonal interactions, and group dynamics. Hence, the findings from implicit race bias research have addressed questions of intergroup bias while advancing our understanding of more general aspects of implicit social cognition.

DEFINITIONS AND USAGE

Before proceeding with our review, it is worthwhile to define our terms. In particular, the terms implicit and explicit have been used to refer to a range of constructs, and they are sometimes confused with the constructs of automaticity and control. Similarly, "implicit" is often ascribed to different experimental tasks, yet it is sometimes unclear just how a task might be implicit. To clarify such issues at the outset, we provide our definitions of key terms (although we acknowledge that other researchers may prefer alternative definitions).

Implicit versus Explicit

In line with the literature on learning and memory that forms the foundation of modern implicit social cognition, we use the terms implicit and explicit to refer to one's level of awareness of a particular psychological process (Jacoby & Witherspoon, 1982; Schacter, 1987; Squire, 1986). That is, an explicit process can be consciously detected and reported (regardless of whether it was triggered spontaneously). Any process that is not explicit is referred to as implicit. Hence, "implicit" describes a process that cannot be directly inferred through introspective awareness (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Wilson, Lindsey, & Schooler, 2000).

Automatic versus Controlled

The terms implicit and explicit are distinguishable from automatic and controlled. In line with classic work on automaticity and control, control refers to an intentional regulative process and automatic to an unintentional process (Posner & Snyder, 1975; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). Controlled processes are typically goal directed, whereas automatic processes may be triggered spontaneously by external cues (see Bargh, 1994, for a more detailed analysis of automaticity). The regulative nature of control refers to the process of overriding a prepotent tendency or favoring one particular response over another. Control does not relate to content per se, such as an explicit belief, but rather to the deliberate adjudication of an endorsed response over a different, undesired response. Importantly, the automatic-controlled nature of a response is inde-
pendent of its implicit-explicit nature (although some features of automaticity and implicitness may tend to coincide).

“Implicit” Tasks

A particular task may be designed to assess the expression of automatic (vs. controlled) or implicit (vs. explicit) processes in behavior. Responses on such tasks constitute an observable behavior from which an implicit or automatic process may be inferred, even if the response itself is explicit or involves control, as in the Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald et al., 1998). Because a behavioral response reflects a combination of automatic and controlled processes, and the response can usually be perceived explicitly, it would be inaccurate to describe any particular task or behavior as implicit (Jacoby, 1991; Payne, 2001). Rather, it is the influence of an underlying association on behavior that may be implicit, and this influence is the critical inference made from such task responses (Payne, 2008). This issue arises later in this chapter as we discuss interpretations of behavioral tasks used to infer implicit forms of racial bias.

In this chapter, we use the colloquialism of “implicit task” or “implicit measure” to describe a behavior-based procedure for inferring a pattern of implicitly biased behavior. When changes in performance are observed, it is important to refer to it as a change in the expression of implicit bias rather than a change in an underlying bias per se, given that a change in behavior may or may not reflect a change in underlying mental structures.

Implications of Usage

At a broader level of analysis, the distinction between implicit-explicit and automatic-controlled processes has important implications for the psychological questions under investigation. The terms implicit and explicit describe the property of awareness, and thus these terms are particularly relevant to questions about attribution, mental representation, self-reflection, and person perception, but not as relevant to issues concerning action. By contrast, the terms automatic and controlled describe a property of an action, which has particular relevance to questions about goals, motivation, and behavior, but with less direct relevance to mental representation and person perception. Indeed, a difference in emphasis can be seen in the research literature, where some research is focused on identifying and characterizing the mental representation of implicit bias (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006; Sherman, 1996) and other research focuses on the role of implicit bias in behavior (Amodio & Devine, 2006; Dovidio, Kawakami, & Gaertner, 2002; Payne, 2005). Thus, precision in the use of these terms is necessary because they refer to different psychological questions.

THE PHENOMENON OF IMPLICIT RACE BIAS

The seminal work of Gaertner and McLaughlin (1983) and Devine (1989) prompted an explosion of studies on the basic phenomenon of implicit race bias. Much of this work has been descriptive. That is, the idea that people could possess unconscious intergroup biases was novel and fascinating in itself. As a result, much attention turned to documenting this phenomenon using an array of “implicit” tasks (Blair, 2001). Throughout this work, the chief defining characteristic of implicit racial biases was a dissociation with explicit measures of racial attitudes and beliefs (e.g., Devine, 1989; Gaertner & McLaughlin, 1983; see also Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Wilson et al., 2000). In this section, we provide a selective review of the major types of implicit bias phenomenon that have been studied in the literature.

Implicit Stereotyping

Initial studies of implicit bias examined racial stereotypes, inspired by questions about the changing nature of stereotypes over time (Karlin, Coffman, & Walters, 1969). In the first demonstration of implicit stereotyping, described previously, Gaertner and McLaughlin (1983) found that African American stereotypic words were categorized more quickly when primed by labels of the social group. They interpreted this effect as evidence that the prime and target words were included within a common semantic network and used the degree of stereotype-consistent response facilitation to estimate a particular subjects’ degree of bias.

As personal computers became more common in the laboratory, researchers increasingly used sequentially primed lexical decision tasks, in which a prime word quickly preceded the presentation of the target word on the computer screen and responses were made on the computer keyboard (e.g., Macrae, Bodenhausen, & Milne, 1995; Macrae, Stangor, & Milne, 1994; Spencer, Fein, Wolfe, Fong, & Dunn, 1998; Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park, 1997). For example, Wittenbrink and colleagues (1997) used a primed lexical decision task to ex-
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amine positive and negative stereotypes of black and white Americans (see Wentura & Degner, Chapter 6, this volume). As with Gaertner and McLaughlin (1983), the logic was that if the prime and target were represented in the same mental category, activation of the prime should enhance accessibility of the target, thereby speeding one's lexical judgment. The authors found that the black prime significantly speeded the categorization of negative African American stereotype words relative to all other targets, whereas the white prime speeded categorization of white positive stereotype words. An advantage of the lexical decision paradigm is that it appears to provide a relatively straightforward assessment of the strength of semantic associations.

Dovidio and his colleagues (e.g., 1986, 1997) took a slightly different approach to assessing stereotype associations. In the general version of their paradigm, primes consisting of white or black faces or group labels are presented very quickly and then replaced by a target stimulus. Target stimuli consist of trait adjectives that could apply to either a person or a nonsocial object (e.g., a house), and subjects are told to categorize each target adjective according to whether it "could ever be true" or "is never true" of people (or of houses, in other blocks of trials). This task is notable because the instructions place subjects in the mindset of making social judgments, which may be more in line with real-life social situations than the relatively decontextualized word–nonword judgments made in basic lexical decision paradigms.

Several other variations of the semantic priming paradigm have been used to assess implicit stereotypes. Examples have included a primed word pronunciation task (Kawakami, Dion, & Dovidio, 1998); primed word fragment completion (Gilbert & Hixon, 1991; Spencer et al., 1998); stereotype-naming Stroop task (Kawakami, Dovidio, Moll, Hermann, & Russin, 2000); and the IAT (see later discussion for more detail; Amodio & Devine, 2006; Rudman, Greenwald, & McGhee, 2001). A related set of paradigms have examined weapons bias, whereby a white American subject is quicker to identify a gun correctly and more likely to misidentify a hand tool as a gun when primed by a black face than a white face (Lambert et al., 2003; Payne, 2001, 2005; Payne, Lambert, & Jacoby, 2002). A variation on the weapons identification task is the Shooter task, in which subjects must quickly choose to "shoot" or "not shoot" male targets who are holding guns or innocuous objects (Correll, Park, Judd, & Wittenbrink, 2002, 2007). White and black Americans alike tend to show a similar pattern of bias, such that they are quicker to "shoot" armed blacks than whites and more likely to erroneously shoot unarmed blacks than unarmed whites.

The basic logic behind the range of implicit stereotyping tasks is the same, in that they assume that the racial prime activates elements of the stereotype in one's mind, and that the heightened accessibility of the stereotype facilitates the processing of a stereotype-related target (while inhibiting the processing of stereotype-incongruent targets). Across studies and paradigms of American research subjects, a relatively consistent pattern of findings has demonstrated an association of black people with negative African American stereotypes. This association is considered to be implicit because responses on the task are either too fast for conscious deliberation or, in some cases, the group prime is presented so quickly that it cannot be consciously perceived. Stereotype-facilitated responses in these studies may also be considered automatic because they are initiated without awareness or intent, and they appear to operate in the absence of intentional control. Finally, implicit responses tend to be uncorrelated with explicit racial attitudes and endorsed racial stereotypes, yet they are sometimes associated with knowledge of stereotypic beliefs held by one's society (Correll et al., 2002; Devine, 1989).

**Implicit Evaluative Bias**

Whereas implicit stereotyping research emerged from the traditional literature on intergroup stereotyping and prejudice, interest in implicit racial evaluations emerged primarily from the attitudes literature in social psychology. According to the traditional tripartite model of attitudes, an attitude (or evaluation) is a favorable/unfavorable assessment of an object that reflects cognitive, affective, and behavioral processes (Eagly & Chaiken, 1998). Importantly, the cognitive component may refer to a semantic association between the object and the concept of good or bad (much like a stereotypic association), whereas the affective component refers to the aroused affective response associated with the object. It is notable that attitudes research in social psychology has focused primarily on the cognitive component of attitudes and evaluations, in both its theoretical models and its measures (Breckler, 1984). This is especially true in the implicit social cognition literature, in which measures of implicit attitudes typically rely on semantic judgments, with little attention given to the measurement of aroused affective responses.
For this reason, our review of implicit racial evaluation focuses on measures that appear to tap into the cognitive (or semantic) component of an attitude. Implicit affective forms of racial bias are then addressed in the following section.

According to representational accounts, an implicit racial evaluation reflects a semantic association between an attitude object (e.g., a member of a racial group) and general concepts of good versus bad (Fazio, 2007) or, alternatively, the net valence of semantic associations with the attitude object (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006). In both cases, the primed activation of an attitude object should increase the accessibility of associated good/bad concepts. Building on the principle of evaluative networks, Fazio and his colleagues developed a sequential priming technique to measure the degree to which an attitude object facilitates responses to positive versus negative words (Fazio, Chen, McDonel, & Sherman, 1982; Fazio, Powell, & Herr, 1983; see Wentura & Degner, Chapter 6, this volume). Faster categorizations of positive words compared with negative words following the presentation of the attitude object would suggest an implicit positive evaluation, or attitude. It is notable that alternative theoretical accounts have been proposed to explain evaluative priming effects on such measures (for a review, see Klauer & Musch, 2003). The representational account is that the prime increases accessibility of the target, via a semantic network, which speeds the mental processing of the target. By this account, priming of a negative attitude object, such as spider, would raise the accessibility of all negative attitude objects in one's mind, making it easier to then process a negative target word than a positive word. An alternative explanation is that the prime activates a valence-congruent response, which is in line with a valence-consistent target word but inconsistent with a valence-inconsistent word. By this account, priming of the word spider would set a negative categorization response in motion. The categorization of a negative target word would be facilitated because the congruent response was already activated. The difference between these accounts concerns whether priming effects occur at the level of mental representations or actions.

To measure implicit responses to racial groups as the attitude objects, Fazio and colleagues (1995) designed a computerized priming task in which black or white faces were presented as primes for 315 msec, followed by a blank screen (135 msec) and then either a positive or negative adjective presented as the target. Subjects were instructed to categorize target words as good or bad as quickly as possible via button press. Responses on this task were considered to be implicit because the short stimulus-onset asynchrony (450 msec) made it difficult to deliberate on the association between the prime and target. Fazio and colleagues found a pattern of race-biased responses among both white and black subjects in their studies. White subjects responded most quickly to positive adjectives following white face primes, showing an implicit pro-in-group bias. Black subjects responded most quickly to negative targets following white face primes, showing an implicit anti-outgroup bias. Importantly, among white subjects, the magnitude of bias was uncorrelated with responses on the Modern Racism Scale (MRS; McConahay, 1986), an explicit measure of prejudiced beliefs. However, Fazio and colleagues (Study 4) found that, among participants reporting low motivation to control prejudice, stronger implicit bias was correlated with more prejudiced racial attitudes.

Since its introduction, the IAT has become a very popular method for assessing implicit evaluations (Greenwald et al., 1998). The IAT is a dual-categorization task in which participants categorize words as pleasant or unpleasant and faces as either black or white by pressing one of two keys on the computer keyboard (see Teige-Mocigemba, Klauer, & Sherman, Chapter 7, this volume). On bias-compatible blocks of the IAT, participants must classify white faces and positive words with one response key and black faces and negative words with the other. A person with a strong anti-black or pro-white bias should find these trials easy and perform them quickly. On bias-incompatible blocks, these pairings are reversed, such that white faces and negative words are classified with one key and black faces and positive words are classified with the other. A person with an anti-black or pro-white bias should find these trials to be difficult and perform them more slowly. Evaluative bias is characterized by faster responses on compatible blocks than incompatible blocks. The "IAT effect"—the difference in response latencies for incompatible minus compatible blocks—reflects two processes: (1) the ease with which bias-consistent responses are made (i.e., the strength of an automatic association) and (2) the difficulty with which a bias-inconsistent response is made (i.e., the extent to which controlled processing is needed). Thus, the IAT effect represents a combination of automatic and controlled processing (see also Conrey, Sherman, Gawronski, Hugenberg, & Groom, 2005). However, because the source of automaticity and the need for control are presumably unconscious
and unintentional, the IAT effect is considered to represent an implicit bias.

Payne, Cheng, Govorun, and Stewart's (2005) affect misattribution procedure (AMP) assesses implicit evaluative bias through self-reported judgments, in contrast to the more typical reaction time-based procedures. In the AMP, subjects view a prime picture of the attitude object (e.g., a black vs. white face), which they are typically instructed to ignore. Next, an unfamiliar target picture (e.g., a Chinese pictograph) is presented. Participants must then evaluate the target picture as pleasant or unpleasant in a forced dichotomous choice. Payne and colleagues observed that, across trials, target pictures were evaluated more negatively following black face primes than white face primes. The AMP is unique because it assesses implicit evaluative bias using a self-report format, which lends itself to much higher interim reliability scores than reaction time assessments. The task may be considered implicit because subjects are unaware of exactly how their response to the prime might influence their evaluation of the target. As such, Payne and colleagues have used the AMP to underscore the theoretical point that "implicit" refers to awareness of how a bias influences a response rather than to the experience of bias or to the response itself.

It is notable that the measures of evaluative bias reviewed here are sometimes described as assessing affect. However, it remains to be determined whether such measures are able to pick up on the affective component of an evaluation, which is typically marked by some degree of autonomic arousal, in addition to cognitive aspects of an evaluation. Additional research will be needed to determine the extent to which such measures of evaluative race biases are driven by aroused affective reactions or cognitive associations pertaining to emotional appraisals. This distinction becomes critical when considering the underlying neurocognitive mechanisms of bias measured by the task, described in the Memory Systems Model of Implicit Bias section.

Implicit Affective Bias

Just as research on explicit intergroup bias suggests a distinction between cognitive and affective forms of bias (e.g., Dovidio, Brigham, Johnson, & Gaertner, 1996; Judd & Park, 1993), researchers have attempted to distinguish between semantic (or conceptual) and affective forms of implicit bias (Amodic & Devine, 2006; Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park, 1997, 2001). However, affect has been a difficult construct to capture in modern social cognition research, particularly when responses are measured using self-report or behavioral assessments involving semantic judgments (Breckler, 1984). That is, cognitive and affective processes typically operate in concert, and the degree to which each contributes to a response is very difficult to determine. Yet, as noted, a key defining characteristic of an affective response is autonomic arousal. To the extent that word categorizations on a priming task occur with little arousal, it is difficult to interpret them as "affective." What, then, is the role of affect in implicit bias?

In light of these issues, Amodio, Harmon-Jones, and Devine (2003) sought to examine affective processes associated with implicit race bias in a way that could be dissociated from semantically driven evaluations. Recent advances in the neuroscience literature suggested that subcortical brain structures such as the amygdala were specifically involved in affective responses to threatening stimuli. Importantly, the brain regions involved in this type of affective response were different from those involved in semantic processing. Amodio and colleagues proposed that a neuroscience approach could be used to identify affective forms of implicit bias that were independent of semantically driven evaluative and stereotypic associations. To this end, they used an emotion-modulated startle-eyeblink assessment of amygdala activity (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990).

When a person is startled (e.g., by a loud noise), they show a whole-body startle reflex. One component of this reflex is the defensive eyeblink. This blink response is larger when a person is in an aversive state just before being startled but smaller when in an appetitive state just before being startled, an effect mediated by amygdala inputs to the reflexive blink circuit (Davis, 1992). Thus, a magnified blink reflects an aroused aversive response (and greater amygdala activity) to a stimulus preceding the startling event, whereas an attenuated blink reflects an aroused appetitive state (and lower amygdala activity). Amodio and colleagues (2003) chose to use the startle-eyeblink measure because it could assess changes in amygdala activity within a few hundred milliseconds after the presentations of an ingroup versus outgroup face. By comparison, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) methods at that time could only measure slow shifts in brain activity across long blocks of trials (e.g., Phelps et al., 2000). Furthermore, the startle-eyeblink method measures amygdala activity associated specifically with an aroused affective state, given that the startle reflex is modulated via
the central nucleus of the amygdala, which activates autonomic responses (LeDoux, 2000). By contrast, current fMRI methods cannot distinguish between the activity of amygdala subnuclei and thus cannot clearly assess a response related to aroused affect.

Amodio and colleagues (2003) observed larger startle-eyeblink amplitudes to black versus white faces, indicating a negative affective response to blacks among white participants, on average. The degree of affective bias was unrelated to self-reported racial attitudes (assessed by the Attitudes Toward blacks scale; Brigham, 1993). These findings provided evidence of a rapidly activated and implicit form of affective bias. This general pattern of biased amygdala activity toward outgroups has been conceptually replicated in several studies (e.g., Cunningham et al., 2004; Lieberman, Hariri, Jarcho, Eisenberger, & Bookheimer, 2005; Wheeler & Piske, 2005). However, as noted, it is unclear whether fMRI assessments of amygdala activity during passive face-viewing tasks can probe affective responses as effectively as the startle-eyeblink procedure.

Although neural assessments allow researchers to probe the psychological mechanisms of affective bias, several researchers have used peripheral physiology measures to index intergroup affect (see Guglielmi, 1999, for a review). Following the tradition of Rankin and Campbell (1955), Vanman, Paul, Ito, and Miller (1997) used electromyography (EMG) to measure subtle changes in facial muscles associated with frowning and smiling at ingroup versus outgroup faces. Although white participants who reported either high or low levels of prejudice on the MRS provided equally high ratings of perceived friendliness for white and black people in the pictures, facial EMG measures revealed more negativity toward black faces among the high-prejudice participants (Study 3). Mendes, Blascovich, and their colleagues have measured patterns of cardiovascular responding in intergroup interactions and have observed greater threat-related patterns of activity toward outgroup members that may be characteristic of implicit affective responses (Blascovich, Mendes, Hunter, Lickel, & Kowai-Bell, 2001; Mendes, Blascovich, Lickel, & Hunter, 2002). Finally, it is notable that research using event-related potential (ERP) methods suggest that racial and gender categorizations may be made in as little as 200 msec following face presentation (Ito & Umland, 2003), but it is unclear whether this effect reflects an affective or semantic process. Interest in the affective component of implicit race bias has grown in recent years, and we expect to see major advances in the future as researchers develop new methods for assessing affective responses.

EFFECTS OF IMPLICIT BIAS ON BEHAVIOR

A large accumulation of research findings attests to the existence of an implicit racial bias. But does the phenomenon of implicit race bias have any real significance for social behavior? One can argue that implicit bias is only a problem to the extent that it influences behavior and leads to discrimination. Whereas most research has focused on documenting intrapersonal forms of implicit bias and exploring the conditions under which it does or does not correspond with explicit measures, attention has increasingly turned toward understanding how such biases may be expressed in behavior (Dasgupta, 2004).

In early studies of implicit bias, the focus was on behavioral expressions. For example, Devine (1989) showed that stereotypes, when implicitly activated, could color judgments of a race-unspecified target person. Fazio and colleagues (1995) went a step further by examining white subjects' behavior toward a black female experimenter. Subjects with stronger evaluative bias on the computerized priming task showed more uncomfortable nonverbal behaviors during the interaction. However, neither implicit bias nor nonverbal discomfort was associated with explicit racial beliefs or judgments. Similar results were obtained by Dovidio and colleagues (1997, 2002), who showed that a subliminally primed measure of implicit evaluative bias predicted more anxious and less friendly nonverbal behaviors during an interracial interaction, but that these responses were unrelated to explicit racial attitudes. Other studies have shown that implicit evaluative bias predicts greater personal distance from an outgroup member (Amodio & Devine, 2006; McConnell & Liebold, 2001) and that greater implicit stereotyping is associated with a reluctance to engage with an outgroup member in an interaction (Sekaquaptewa, Espinoza, Thompson, Vargas, & von Hippel, 2003).

Expressions of Bias: Hostility or Anxiety?

Implicit race bias is often thought of as the nonconscious analogue of overt antipathy, and therefore, one might expect implicit bias to be ex-
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expressed in hostile acts toward outgroup members. However, studies of implicit bias effects on behavior have not shown evidence for the antipathy hypothesis. Rather, implicit evaluative bias tends to be expressed as anxiety and discomfort (Dovidio et al., 1997, 2002; Fazio et al., 1995; Travalter & Shapiro, Chapter 20, this volume). More recent work suggests that this discomfort is often interpreted as unfriendliness by one’s interaction partner, which may then perpetuate into the reciprocation of hostility (Pearson et al., 2008; West, Shelton, & Trail, 2009). Other research suggests that when individuals with high levels of implicit evaluative bias become aware that they possess a negative outgroup bias, they tend to exert stronger regulatory efforts to counteract any implicit biases, acting with greater care and increased friendliness (Monteith, Veils, & Ashburn-Nardo, 2001; Shelton, Richeson, Salvatore, & Travalter, 2005). Hence, the way in which implicit evaluations and stereotypes are expressed in behavior is often complex and, therefore, very difficult to study.

When considering the expression of implicit bias as discomfort versus antipathy, it is useful to consider that negative implicit associations with racial outgroups could reflect different types of reactions (see Olson & Fazio, 2004). For example, an outgroup face may be a source of anxiety to a research participant rather than a target of antipathy. This anxiety could stem from perceptions of threat from outgroup members or from the concern of appearing racist on the task (as in Frantz, Cuddy, Burnett, Ray, & Hart, 2004). Outgroup faces may even automatically trigger egalitarian responses, such as sympathy, yet still produce a negative bias because of the oppression and maltreatment that is associated with low-status groups (Uhlmann, Brescoll, & Paluck, 2006). Indeed, most research subjects are university students who tend to hold progressive egalitarian values. For these subjects, then, implicit bias stemming from any source (threat, anxiety, or sympathy) should correspond to uncomfortable feelings during the interaction. In this case, measures of implicit bias would predict discomfort, inhibition, and avoidance behavior rather than hostility. More research is needed to determine the situations in which implicit bias may be expressed as discomfort versus hostility.

Expressions of Implicit Stereotyping Versus Implicit Evaluative Bias

Whereas past research has dissociated the effects of implicit and explicit forms of race bias on different types of behaviors, Amodio and Devine (2006) examined the differential effects of evaluative versus stereotyping forms of implicit bias on behavior. On the basis of neuroscience models of learning and memory, they proposed that implicit evaluative bias was largely driven by affective systems, which are expressed through basic-level behavioral channels such as nonverbal behaviors and anxiety-related responses. By contrast, they proposed that implicit stereotypes are driven by semantic memory systems, which are expressed primarily in higher level judgments and goals, such as trait impressions and plans for interacting with an outgroup member. In their studies, white subjects completed measures assessing implicit evaluative associations (pleasant/unpleasant associations unrelated to stereotype content) or stereotypic associations (in which evaluative content was controlled). Indeed, these measures of implicit evaluative bias and implicit stereotyping were independent. More importantly, they were uniquely predictive of these different classes of behavior toward a black student. For example, more negative implicit evaluation scores predicted further seating distance from a black study partner, whereas implicit stereotyping predicted subjects’ expectations that their black partner would succeed on measures of academic ability (vs. nonacademic abilities). Amodio and Devine suggested that a consideration of the distinct affective and semantic systems underlying different forms of implicit bias would permit a more refined model of how implicit biases may be expressed in behavior.

Understanding how implicit biases are expressed in behavior is arguably the most important question in implicit race bias research today. Although this topic has received disproportionately little attention in the past (in part because of the challenges associated studying real intergroup social behavior), researchers are increasingly focusing on this issue. In the end, theories of how racial biases are represented inside the head matter only to the extent that they influence behavior (Amodio & Devine, 2005). Therefore, a better understanding of how implicit bias is expressed in social behavior will be critical for validating the theoretical models of implicit intergroup bias that are dominant in the extant literature.

MODERATORS OF IMPLICIT BIAS

A major goal of intergroup bias researchers is to develop methods for reducing prejudice. The discovery of implicit forms of racial bias raised a new
and formidable challenge to this goal: The automaticity of implicit bias seemed to imply that its application was inevitable. Indeed, some theorists opined provocatively that resistance to implicit racial biases was futile, that such biases were a necessary consequence of the mind’s reliance on categorical processing to deal with the overwhelming complexities of the social world (Barth, 1999). However, other researchers pointed to humans’ profound capacity for self-regulation (Devine & Monteith, 1999), and emerging research on the malleability of implicit task responses suggested that implicit race bias could indeed be moderated by a range of personal and situational factors (e.g., Dasgupta & Greenwald, 2001; Lowery, Hardin, & Sinclair, 2001; Rudman, Ashmore, & Gary, 2001; for a review, see Blair, 2002). These initial findings of implicit bias malleability served as a call to arms for intergroup bias researchers interested in reducing expressions of prejudice and stereotyping.

Here we provide a brief review of the theory and methods pertaining to changes in implicit bias. The literature on implicit bias malleability is complex, with several different methodological approaches and theoretical explanations. At the level of measurement, changes in implicit bias are (virtually) always indicated by a change in behavioral responses on an implicit bias task. Thus, at a descriptive level of analysis, the evidence for change is always seen in the expression of a behavior. Theoretically, a change in behavior may be due to several different processes. For this reason, our discussion of change in implicit bias considers research on a range of underlying processes. In our discussion, we note how particular demonstrations of implicit bias change may be interpreted as evidence for a variety of mechanisms, even though an author’s preferred interpretation may favor a specific mechanism. In this way, we illustrate the complexity of psychological processes that may underlie a change in observable task behavior.

Changes in Representations

The holy grail of implicit race bias research is to change the underlying associations that form the basis of implicit bias. Change in performance on implicit bias tasks is sometimes interpreted as a change in the underlying representation of racial associations. However, this interpretation is difficult, if not impossible, to test directly using behavioral or physiological measures; therefore, such explanations remain hypothetical. For example, Olson and Fazio (2006) had subjects view pairings of black faces with positive images and white faces with negative images. After this training, subjects were quicker to identify negative words primed by white faces, which effectively reduced the effect of race on task performance. Did this task change subjects’ representations of white people? Or did it train them to expect a negative image whenever a white face was primed?

In another line of research, Kawakami, Phillips, Steele, and Dovidio (2007) trained a subset of subjects to move a joystick in an “approach” direction when they saw a black face. Subjects in this condition exhibited less bias in their later performance on a behavioral measure of implicit bias compared with those who did not engage in approach training. What explains the change? Did approach training change the underlying representation? Did it train subjects to adopt an approach motivation when they saw a black face? Did it create a cue to engage greater control when a black face was encountered? Or did it create a situational cue that black people are approachable and thus safe? As discussed by Kawakami and colleagues, the exact mechanism underlying the change in performance is difficult to specify.

An elegant set of studies by Rydell and McConnell (2006; McConnell, Rydell, Strain, & Mackie, 2008) demonstrated a dissociation between the acquisition and change of implicit versus explicit attitudes. On the basis of dual-process models positing that implicit systems change slowly whereas explicit systems change quickly (Stolman, 1996; Smith & DeCoster, 2000), they predicted that implicit biases would change after repeated trials, whereas explicit biases would change after a single instance of new counterattitudinal information. Indeed, this is what was observed across several studies. This research elucidated the distinct processing dynamics of implicit versus explicit systems. However, the mechanism underlying the observed change in implicit responses remains difficult to determine. Did it involve a change in representation? A change in accessibility? Implicit goal activation (e.g., Bargh, Gollwitzer, Lee-Chai, Barndoll, & Troetse, 2001)? Although the effects observed in these studies may be interpreted as changes in underlying representations, it is difficult to rule out other explanations when behavioral assessments of implicit bias are used.

Goal Effects

The goal to engage in a positive interaction can have a major influence on the expression of implicit bias (Lowery et al., 2001; Richeson & Shelton, 2003; Shelton et al., 2005). Exposure to positive
exemplars of a stigmatized outgroup can also motivate a respondent to view members of that group in a more positive light, thereby reducing the expression of bias (Dasgupta & Greenwald, 2001; Govan & Williams, 2004). Exposure to egalitarian messages may activate prosocial goals in the context of an intergroup interaction (Sinclair, Lowery, Hardin, & Colangelo, 2005). The goal to perceive a person according to their race versus their gender has also been shown to moderate whether race- or gender-based stereotypes are applied to trait judgments and behaviors (Macrae et al., 1995; Pratto & John, 1991). Perspective taking also constitutes a goal process, whereby a perceiver is motivated to empathize with a stigmatized social group member. Following this logic, Galinsky and Moskowitz (2000) showed that perspective taking can also reduce the expression of implicit bias.

Goal strategies may be used explicitly to focus an individual on situational cues or critical aspects of the task at hand, which serves to reduce the influence of extraneous factors, such as race, on one's behavior. For example, Mendora, Golwitzer, and Amadio (in press) used implementation intentions—specific if–then plans that link a situational cue to a specific action—to enhance subjects' accuracy when performing an implicit stereotyping task. By giving subjects a strategy that increased performance accuracy and filtered out the influence of race, the implementation intentions effectively reduced the expression of implicit race bias. Similarly, Stewart and Payne (2008) gave subjects if–then plans to think counterstereotypical thoughts, which interrupted the influence of implicit racial biases on task performance. Hence, strategies that promote goal-directed action may shield an individual from the influence of race and limit the effect of implicit racial biases on task performance.

Situational Effects

Elements of a situation can activate thoughts, emotions, or goals that moderate perceptions of and responses to outgroup members. Several studies have shown that viewing a black man in the context of a dark alley elicits more biased responses than a church context (Barden, Maddux, Petty, & Brewer, 2004; Wittenbrink et al., 2001). Interacting with a positive exemplar of a stigmatized outgroup in a safe setting (e.g., a classroom) has also been shown to lead to reduced expressions of negative racial evaluations (Lowery et al., 2001). However, it remains unclear whether situational moderators alter expressions of bias by changing the way an individual perceives race-related stimuli, by changing the activated representations of a racial outgroup, by activating an alternative response goal, or by cueing a more controlled mode of response. Most likely, the effects are driven by a combination of these processes.

Controlled Processing

Performance on implicit tasks is driven by a combination of automatic and controlled processes (Amadio, 2008; Payne, 2001, 2005; Sherman et al., 2008). Indeed, simply following task instructions to categorize a word or complete a word fragment requires a high degree of control. Furthermore, research using ERPs to assess control-related brain activity has shown that controlled processing can be triggered implicitly when racial concepts are activated in an unfolding response (Amadio et al., 2004; Amadio, Devine, & Harmon-Jones, 2008). Thus, control need not be deliberative; therefore, it is difficult to determine when changes in performance on an implicit task are due to spontaneously engaged control or some other hypothesized process, such as a change in underlying representations (Amadio et al., 2008; Payne, 2005). When racial issues are made salient in an initial task, subjects may become more vigilant to cues that indicate the need for more careful and controlled responding (Amadio, Harmon-Jones, & Devine, 2007; Monteith, 1993; Monteith, Ashburn-Nardo, Voils, & Czopp, 2002). That is, highly controlled performance on an implicit task increases task accuracy, which may thus preclude biases from emerging in behavior. Sensitivity to cues for control may be long lasting, and thus they may constitute a form of sustained implicit bias change.

Individual Differences

Although similar patterns of implicit race bias are usually observed across members of a culture, some research has identified consistent individual differences. These include internal and external motivations to respond without prejudice (Amadio et al., 2003; Devine, Plant, Amadio, Harmon-Jones, & Vance, 2002) and chronic egalitarianism (Moskowitz, Golwitzer, Wasel, & Schaal, 1999; Moskowitz, Salomon, & Taylor, 2000). Yet, again, it remains unclear exactly why some individuals show less implicit race bias on behavioral and physiological measures than others. Do they lack biased associations in their mental representations (Devine et al., 2002)? Are they more resistant to forming biased associations in the first place (Liv-
Are they more sensitive to cues for responding without bias and thus more adept at control (Amadio et al., 2008; Monteith et al., 2002; Moskowitz et al., 1999)? Again, our understanding of the mechanisms underlying these effects is limited by our methodological reliance on behavioral expressions and often ambiguous physiological measures.

Evaluating Studies of Implicit Bias Malleability

As should be evident from our discussion, it is exceedingly difficult to make strong inferences about the cause of an observed change in behavioral performance on an implicit measure of racial bias. That is, the necessary reliance on behavior is a major limiting factor, without a clear solution. As a result of this limitation, inferences about the mechanisms underlying changes in implicit task responses are often ambiguous. However, physiological or neuroimaging measures may be used in conjunction with behavioral assessments of implicit bias to provide some insight into the possible mechanisms. Neuroimaging methods, such as ERPs and fMRI, offer clues about the involvement of neural systems associated with general forms of controlled processing, attention, and affect. However, processing distinctions that are central to sociocognitive theories, such as between representations, accessibility, and associative conceptual links, relate to complex patterns of brain activity that cannot be directly inferred using neuroimaging measures (at least not at the present time). Given the limitations in assessing changes in implicit bias described here, it may be useful to remain open to alternative mechanisms and to focus interpretations on expressions of bias rather than on presumed underlying changes that may ultimately be untestable.

THEORETICAL ACCOUNTS OF IMPLICIT RACIAL BIAS

Implicit processes are like the dark matter of social cognition. We have strong reason to believe they exist, given that so much of our behavior is unexplained by explicit beliefs and intentions. However, because implicit processes are defined by the absence of awareness, they elude an explicit concrete description (Fazio & Olson, 2003). Without a concrete description of an implicit process, it is difficult to build a cogent explanatory model. It is notable that several theoretical accounts have been proposed to explain the operation of particular tasks designed to assess implicit bias (Brendel, Markman, & Messner, 2001; Conrey et al., 2005; Gawronski, LeBel, & Peters, 2007; Greenwald et al., 2002; Karpinski & Hilton, 2001). By contrast, few theoretical models have been articulated to delineate the specific psychological mechanisms that constitute an implicit process, beyond the basic notion that it reflects an association stored in memory (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006; Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Wilson et al., 2000). Importantly, for the present purposes, there are no models of implicit bias that pertain uniquely to racial bias. That is, most researchers assume that implicit racial bias is a specific case of a general implicit process; therefore, general models of implicit social cognition are applied. In this section, we present two general theoretical approaches for implicit social cognition that have been influential to models of implicit race bias.

Representational Approaches

Research on implicit race bias originated from cognitive theories of mental representation. As such, these theories reflect the dominant model of implicit bias. Representational models address the question of how information about social groups is stored and activated in the mind and how it contributes to the mental processes of person perception and attribution. Inspired by computer-based models of the mind, representational models assume that information is stored in a network of concepts, as in associational models, or a network of smaller informational units that underlie the representation of concepts, as in connectionist models (e.g., Sherman, 1996; Smith & Branscombe, 1987; Smith & DeCoste, 2000). For example, implicit stereotypes may be represented in an associational network of attributes related to the concept of “African American” (Figure 19.1). Different connections may have different weights, which determine the degree to which the activation of one concept activates others (Bodenhausen & Macrae, 1998; Fazio, 1990; Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006; Smith & DeCoste, 2000).

Associative models of implicit bias assume that components of the network may represent an evaluation (e.g., good, bad), a trait attribute (e.g., lazy, intelligent), or, according to some models, a generalized affective disposition such as a positive or negative feeling (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006). Accordingly, implicit racial attitudes are represented by the relative strength of association between a racial group and positive versus nega-
of particular interest (Brendl et al., 2005; Erdeljik et al., 2006; Erdeljik et al., 2000). These are the familiar “perverse” stereotypes that are assumed to be true about most members of a particular group. Some models differ on the specific point of whether implicit racial attitudes are related to categorization (e.g., Fazio et al., 1995). Others posit that the network represents implicit affective and semantic associations, but that the evaluation, or attitude, is propositional in nature and more likely to operate in explicit processes (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006; Gawronski, Peters, Brochu, & Strack, 2008).

Representational models of implicit bias have been extremely influential in the field of social cognition and have generated a large amount of research. A major advantage to representational models is that they are amenable to formal theoretical modeling. They are also intuitively appealing. Indeed, representational models are built in accordance with the way we store information in other systems, such as computers or libraries. However, it is important to note that a representational model is hypothetical and abstracted inductively through experimentation; thus, it does not necessarily reflect the way that information is actually represented or how the mind actually operates.

The advantages of representational models are balanced by some important limitations. These include a general disconnect with the noncognitive systems (e.g., emotion, attention), inconsistencies with functional neuroanatomy, and a lack of connection to actual behavior. For example, several influential dual-process models posit that implicit associations are learned through a slow, associative process in memory (Smith & Decoster, 2000). However, affective associations learned through classic conditioning occur rapidly, often after a single exposure to an association (LeDoux, 2000). Therefore, traditional representational models may provide a good account for how semantic associations with social groups (i.e., stereotypes or evaluative associations) are learned and stored, but they do not provide an adequate account of affective forms of bias.

Furthermore, representational models do not address how basic emotional processes, such as autonomically aroused states like anxiety, fear, anger, or compassion, influence the activation and expression of implicit biases. Some theorists have attempted to address this issue by proposing cognitive representations of affect, which are then assumed to interact in a network with cognitive representations of bias (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006; Storbeck & Clore, 2008). This approach typically focuses on how affect shapes cognitive representations. However, the approach of treating emotions as cognitive structures may not fully capture the nature of a true emotional state or the process through which it influences behavioral expressions of racial bias.

Another critical limitation of representational models is that few, if any, specify a connection between mental processes and behavior, and thus they are silent regarding the mechanism through which implicit racial bias is expressed in behavior.
Similarly, Strack and Deutsch (2004) proposed a model through which cognitive and motivational systems influence “behavioral schemata” (i.e., a representation of behavior), but the mechanisms through which schemata translate into actual behavioral responses remain unclear. For these reasons, representational models are limited in their ability to account for emotional aspects of implicit intergroup processes and their behavioral expression. We should note, however, that these limitations refer to broad and long-standing questions about the cognition–affect interface with which the field has grappled. Although these are general issues, we see them as critical to the understanding of implicit racial bias effects.

Memory Systems Model of Implicit Bias

Although representational models have dominated research on implicit social cognition, alternative approaches have recently emerged from research integrating models of learning and memory from the human and nonhuman neuroscience literatures. Amodio's memory systems model (MSM) of implicit bias applies an integrative social neuroscience approach to address questions of how implicit racial biases are learned, stored, and expressed in behavior (Amodio, 2008; Amodio & Devine, 2006; Amodio et al., 2003; see also Carlson's, 1994, associated systems theory). Past theory and research have demonstrated multiple forms of implicit learning and memory, each associated with distinct neural substrates (Figure 19.2; Poldrack & Packard, 2003; Squire & Zola, 1996). This model departs from traditional representational models of implicit processing derived from dual-process accounts of automaticity and control, which assume that implicit processes reflect a single system of associations characterized by a uniform processing mode. The MSM posits that different implicit systems learn according to different parameters, and that they influence emotions, perceptions, cognition, and behavior via different neural and neurochemical circuits. A large body of behavioral, neuroimaging, and brain lesion research now supports the MSM view (Poldrack & Foerde, 2008).

In an effort to better understand the mechanisms of implicit bias and their expression in behavior, Amodio and colleagues have applied the MSM approach to the study of intergroup bias (Amodio, 2008; Amodio et al., 2003; Amodio & Devine, 2006). They noted that affective forms of implicit bias correspond to affective forms of learning and memory, such as classic fear conditioning, which are supported by the amygdala and its associated subcortical circuitry. By contrast, implicit stereotyping reflects semantic associations, which involve conceptual forms of learning and memory, linked to regions of the neocortex such as the left prefrontal cortex (e.g., Brodmann areas 45/47) and the medial temporal lobe (Thompson-Schill, D'Esposito, Aguirre, & Farah, 1997). Although most research to date has focused on comparing affective and semantic systems underlying implicit evaluative bias and stereotyping, other aspects
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**FIGURE 19.2.** Diagram of dissociable memory systems and their putative neural substrates, illustrating qualitatively different forms of implicit learning and memory processes. (PFC, prefrontal cortex)
of implicit bias likely involve additional systems, such as those associated with habit learning and reward.

The MSM is useful because it generates hypotheses for how different forms of implicit bias should influence judgments and behavior. For example, if implicit affective bias reflects a system that governs the activation of autonomic arousal and triggers avoidance behaviors in response to threat, then measures of implicit evaluations should predict basic inhibition and avoidance behavior. If, by contrast, implicit stereotyping reflects the operation of semantic memory systems, which have stronger connections to neural regions involved in judgment formation and goal representation, then implicit stereotypes should influence impressions of outgroup members and goal-driven behaviors. This distinction has been supported by studies of behavior (Amadio & Devine, 2006; Amadio & Hamilton, 2009) and neural activity (Potamnia, Pfeifer, & Amadio, 2009). It is notable that, according to the MSM, an implicit evaluation may reflect a combination of affective and semantic associations. In line with classic models of attitudes, an evaluation may be driven by a combination of affective and cognitive (i.e., semantic) processes (Eagly & Chaiken, 1998). Behavior-based measures of implicit bias, such as the IAT, are unable to parse the specific contributions of affect and cognition. Nevertheless, Amadio and Devine's (2006) findings suggest that, barring abnormal brain function (Phelps, Cannistraci, & Cunningham, 2003), measures of implicit evaluative bias may reflect affective processes.

The MSM also generates specific hypotheses for how affective and semantic forms of implicit bias may be learned and unlearned. For example, classically conditioned associations are learned rapidly, often after a single experience. Once learned, they are tenacious and may never be fully extinguished (Bouton, 1994). By contrast, semantic associations are learned slowly, after repeated and highly probable pairings between two stimuli (Reber & Squire, 1994). Semantic associations are presumably unlearned in a similarly slow fashion, after repeated nonpairings. It is notable that these predictions are different than those suggested by representational models, which assume that implicit associations are learned and unlearned slowly (Rydell, McCon nell, Strain, Claypool, & Hugenberg, 2007; Smith & DeCoster, 2000). Amadio (2008) has suggested that past social cognitive models correspond well to the implicit semantic memory system but do not account for affective forms of implicit bias. Thus, the MSM is not inconsistent with representational models per se but suggests that representational models pertain to a subset of the range of implicit processes relevant to race bias. A major advantage of the MSM approach is that it posits a model of implicit bias that is integrated with perceptual, emotional, motivational, and cognitive systems, and it delineates pathways from different memory systems to behavior. This model will become increasingly useful as researchers turn more attention to understanding how implicit biases are expressed in social behavior.

Although our discussion has focused on the implications of the MSM approach for issues of racial bias, the MSM describes general, basic processes that apply to all attitude objects, social and non-social alike. It will be interesting for future work to consider the MSM's predictions for behavior toward groups that are perceived with varying degrees of affect (cf. the stereotype content model; Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002). More broadly, we expect that integrative approaches such as the MSM will become more common as the field of psychology becomes increasingly interdisciplinary.

REMAINING QUESTIONS
AND CONTROVERSYS

Although an enormous amount of research has been conducted on implicit bias, many important questions remain. In this section, we touch on two such issues. The first concerns the meaning of responses on an implicit measure: How should responses on implicit tasks be interpreted? The second concerns the broader controversy of whether bias on an implicit task should be considered a mark of true prejudice.

 Issues in Implicit Measurement

Measurements of implicit bias have a mystique about them. How do they work? How can they measure our hidden thoughts? This mystique has cultivated a view that implicit tasks provide a direct probe into the unconscious mind, such that responses on an implicit bias task provide a pure representation of our mental processes and contents. To be clear, implicit tasks measure behavior or, in some cases, physiological responses. The logic is that if a concept is cued (e.g., by a racial prime), then its effect on subsequent behavior may be observed. For example, Bargh, Chen, and Burrows (1996) primed subjects with subliminal pictures of black faces and measured the extent to
which it led to more hostile behavior toward an experimenter. Similarly, Devine (1989) primed African American concepts and measured the degree of stereotyping applied in later judgments of a story character. In both cases, the object of interest is cued (e.g., black people), and its effect on behavior is measured. In this same way, an implicit task primes the object of interest and then measures its effect on a behavioral response (e.g., speed to respond to a target). The main difference is that, in an implicit task, the behavioral outcome is contained within the task, and the measurement is repeated across several trials. In this sense, an implicit task may be thought of as a "behavioral essay," or a circumscribed index of how the actual behavioral effect would occur in a social situation.

We suggest that a useful distinction between explicit and implicit tasks is that an explicit measure assesses the reporting of a belief, or proposition, whereas an implicit measure assesses a behavioral or physiological response. Considered this way, the critical difference between implicit and explicit measures is the channel of expression through which the response is made rather than a hypothetical process. As noted previously, an implicit task does not provide a pure measure of implicit or automatic processes (Amodio et al., 2008; Payne, 2001, 2005) but rather a combination of processes that are expressed through behavioral channels. Similarly, explicit measures may also assess a combination of underlying processes, although they may be particularly sensitive to explicit beliefs. For this reason, it is useful (and practical) to interpret implicit task responses as behavioral expressions rather than as pure implicit processes.

Is Implicit Bias Really Prejudice?

To be clear, prejudice and discrimination remain strong and pervasive in American society. Controversy and debate surrounding the meaning of implicit race bias measures do not question the existence of prejudice in America. Indeed, the finding that most Americans show more favoritism toward whites than blacks on measures such as the IAT cannot be dismissed or explained away: It truly reflects that at some level of processing people in America tend to have racist tendencies, and these tendencies are often expressed in behavior (Jost et al., in press). This is not controversial. What is controversial concerns a more subtle issue about how implicit racial bias relates to conscious beliefs and overt behavior. Setting aside the issue of whether research on implicit bias reveals a real form of prejudice in American society (it does), this section addresses some of the finer points of evaluating the meaning of implicit bias.

In their seminal paper on the measurement of implicit racial evaluations, Fazio and colleagues (1995) dubbed their sequential evaluative priming task the "bogus pipeline.” This name was a reference to Jones and Sigall’s (1971) "bogus pipeline," a fake physiological contraption that purported to assess subjects’ true racial attitudes. When connected to the bogus pipeline, Jones and Sigall’s subjects reported higher levels of prejudice than control subjects, with the belief that any attempt to conceal their true attitudes would expose them as liars. Fazio and colleagues’ sequential priming method purported to be a direct conduit to one's true attitude, obviating the need for bogus procedures used in the past. Similarly, when the IAT was introduced, it was heralded as a measure of one’s "true” attitude (Banaji, 2001). Given that the vast majority of Americans, including nonwhites and egalitarians, showed an anti-black bias on the IAT, this view was quite threatening to many people (e.g., Arkes & Tetlock, 2004). In essence, it pointed a finger at most people and accused them of bigotry. Several researchers voiced the concern that laypeople completing the IAT online on websites would be misled into believing that they were unconscious bigots (e.g., Blanton & Jaccard, 2006).

The “true attitude” view contrasted with Devine’s (1989) theory that automatic tendencies reflected passive learning in a historically racist culture, but that one’s true belief could only be expressed with the aid of controlled processing (see also Amodio et al., 2003, 2008; Devine et al., 2002). Indeed, several researchers have made a specific point to avoid using the term prejudice to describe implicit processes because prejudice is a complex construct that is associated with a wide range of attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors, particularly as the term is used colloquially (see Payne & Cameron, Chapter 24, this volume). We ascribe to this principle of usage; the reader may have noticed the absence of the term implicit prejudice in the present chapter.

A compromise position was proposed by Wilson and colleagues (2000), who argued that implicit and explicit measures assess different attitudes that exist in different modes of psychological processing. According to the dual-attitudes approach, an individual may simultaneously possess negative implicit attitudes and positive explicit attitudes toward an outgroup. This approach acknowledges ownership of associations that exist within one's
mind, even if they were formed without one's intention and contradict one's explicit beliefs. Importantly, both Devine (1989) and Wilson and colleagues argue that implicit attitudes and stereotypes can be overridden with controlled processing, and thus the responsibility for the expression of implicit race bias ultimately resides with the individual.

In the end, the question "Is implicit bias prejudice?" is too complex for a simple yes or no answer. The discussion of whether implicit bias constitutes prejudice corresponds to legal distinctions concerning punishment based on intent versus harm (Heider, 1958). If people are held accountable based on their intent, then implicit bias is not prejudice. If their intent is irrelevant, but rather harm (i.e., the expression of unique bias as discrimination) is the key issue, then implicit bias may constitute prejudice. We leave this debate to the legal scholars (e.g., Lane, Kang, & Banaji, 2007). We hasten to add, however, that from a social psychological point of view the issue of "true prejudice" is not the critical question. That is, the goal of research on implicit bias is not to identify whether a person is prejudiced but to understand the mechanisms of the social mind as they relate to intergroup processes and social behavior.

CONCLUSION

Implicit social cognition continues to represent the latest great frontier of social psychology. Although recent advances have already shed light on the psychological mechanisms that operate in the unconscious regions of the mind, they have likely just scratched the surface. Research on implicit race bias has made unique contributions to the study of implicit social cognition. As a domain of study, it stands as an exemplar for the interplay of implicit and explicit attitudes and beliefs in the context of social relationships, goals, and group structures. At the same time, implicit race bias research has revealed a new dimension of intergroup processes that inform broader theories of intergroup relations. In this way, the field of implicit race bias has come to represent an important link between interpersonal and intergroup processes in social psychological theory and research. In this chapter, we highlighted major extant findings from the field and discussed some of the current debates and controversies that drive much contemporary investigation. Continuously evolving, this field stands poised to contribute new insights into the expression of implicit processes in behavior, further connecting research on social cognition with broader social psychological questions about the individual in society.
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